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Abstract
In-service teacher training aims to improve the supply of public education.
A randomized experiment was conducted in Mexico to test whether teacher
training could increase teacher efficiency in public secondary schools. After
seven and a half months of exposure to a trained teacher, students improved
their English. This paper explores two mechanisms through which training
can affect student learning. First, trained teachers improved their English
by 0.35 standard deviations in the short run. Teachers in the control group
caught up with treatment teachers by the end of the school year in part
because teachers in the treatment group reduced out-of-pocket expenditures
to learn English in 53 percent. Second, teachers changed classroom practices
by providing more opportunities for students to actively engage in learning.
This evidence suggests that teacher training may be effective at improving
student learning and that teacher incentives may play a role in mediating its
effects.
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1

Introduction

This study explores the effects of an in-service teacher training program on student
performance in Mexico. Random allocation of 77 teachers to a treatment group and
67 to a control group allow for identification of causal effects on student learning
as measured by standardized test scores. The study was carried out on a sample of
teachers teaching English as a second language (ESL) in public secondary schools in
the states of Puebla and Tlaxcala, Mexico. Training provided to treatment teachers
aims to enhance ESL acquisition in students by changing classroom practices and
increasing English teachers’ subject matter knowledge. A comparison between students of teachers in the treatment group and students of teachers in the control group
shows that teacher training improves student performance. The students of trained
teachers improved by around 0.16 standard deviations when compared to students
of non-trained teachers in an average of seven and a half months of exposure.
This paper explores two mechanisms through which training can affect student
learning: changes in teacher subject matter knowledge and changes in classroom
practices. The main contribution of this paper is that it provides quantitative evidence of whether or not in-service teacher training alone can change teacher and
student behavior to improve student learning through a randomized controlled trial
and its underlying mechanisms.
Providing such evidence is relevant for three reasons. First, considerable resources are increasingly being devoted to teacher training. For example, the federal
budget for the Office of Professional Development of Teachers in Mexico increased
7.7 times from 2005 to 2010, with over US$370 million allocated in 2010 (INEGI,
2012). However, evidence of the effects of in-service teacher training on student
learning is limited. The Ministry of Education in Mexico was concern about the
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lack of evidence and reported in 2003 that investment in in-service teacher training, or professional development, has likely not had much of an effect on student
performance (Presidencia de la República, 2013).
Investment in in-service teacher training is motivated by qualitative evidence
and international comparisons across educational systems which support the idea
that teacher training should lead to student learning (Wayne et al., 2008; Vegas and
Petrow, 2008). One limitation of qualitative studies and international comparisons
is that it is difficult to disentangle the effects of teacher training from differences
between specific units in the study, other inputs, and the context.
International quantitative evidence in the past has focused on disentangling the
effects of in-service teacher training and school and individual teacher characteristics.
Teachers that are better trained and more experienced tend to seek work in schools
with students with more ability (Harris and Sass, 2011). There are usually strong
self-selection effects, and this tends to lead non-experimental designs to overestimate
effects (Mano et al., 2013; Hamalainen, Uusitalo, and Vuori, 2008; Hotz, Imbens,
and Mortimer, 2005). Harris and Sass (2011) review quantitative studies aiming
to assess the effects of teacher training on student learning. The authors find only
three randomized controlled trials on the effect of in-service teacher training on
student learning, all carried out in the United States. This study is one of the few
that addresses the self-selection issue and provides a causal estimate of the effect of
in-service teacher training on student learning.
Second, a better understanding of how in-service teacher training affects teacher
behavior is needed in order to improve future program implementation. Teacher
training is a priority in Mexico and in many other countries. The current development plan in Mexico has the explicit goal of boosting in-service teacher training
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to enhance teachers’ understanding of the educational system and improve pedagogical practices and management of information technologies (Presidencia de la
República, 2013). However, international quantitative evidence on the effects of
in-service teacher training on student performance is mixed. Several studies conclude that there are likely no effects on student learning (Metzler and Woessmann,
2010; Chingos and Peterson, 2011; Garet et al., 2011; Harris and Sass, 2011; Rockoff,
2004; Carnoy et al., 2008; Jacob and Lefgren, 2004). Other studies support the idea
that training has the potential to increase productivity (Hsiao et al., 2008; Sunardi,
Widyarini, and Tjakraatmadja, 2012; Angrist and Lavy, 2001; Mason, O’Leary, and
Vecchi, 2012).
Most studies emphasize the role of context and complementarities in bringing
about the observed results. Thus, it is important to better understand how teacher
training affects classroom practices and teacher behavior. Qualitative evidence supports the idea that in order for in-service teacher training to be effective it has to
have some specific characteristics, such as being connected to practice, intensive
enough, linked to incentives, and continuous (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). This
study explores underlying mechanisms to better understand how in-service teacher
training works.
This paper provides evidence of how teacher training changes teacher subject
matter knowledge and classroom practices. It is closely related to Goldschmidt
and Phelps (2010a), who examine the impact of teacher professional development
on teacher knowledge. Their results indicate that teachers demonstrate significant
knowledge growth between the pre- and post-assessments but that practical classroom experience hinders knowledge retention, measured six months later.
The results of this study are similar in that teachers improve their English subject
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matter knowledge right after the training, but they tend to forget it in the long
run. However, we show that it is the reduction of personal investment in learning
English by the teachers in the treatment group that hinders knowledge retention
in the long run. Instead, teachers improve their classroom practice by encouraging
effective and active learning. This is very different from Goldschmidt and Phelps
(2010a)’s finding. Also, this analysis looks at a developing country, which could
be very different from what occurs in the United States, as in Goldschmidt and
Phelps (2010a). This study is also closely related to that of Muralidharan and
Sundararaman (2010), who find that teacher incentives mediate the effects of teacher
training in India. This study is also one of the few that isolate the effects of teacher
training from changes in other inputs or factors that usually accompany training,
such as changes to curricula, provision of didactic materials, or technology. This
study is one of the first to identify the causal effect of in-service teacher training
alone on student learning in a developing country.
Third, studying English acquisition is important because the ability to communicate in English determines the extent in which an individual can participate in the
global labor market. Estimates of returns to English acquisition in countries other
than Mexico and in immigrants in the United States vary between 4 and 39 percent,
with stronger effects in more educated individuals (Azam, Chin, and Prakash, 2013;
Gonzalez, 2005; Bleakley and Chin, 2004; Munshi and Rosenzweig, 2006).
Current investment in English acquisition is large and increasing. The current
curriculum devotes 11 percent of class time to English in high school, and the government plans to make it compulsory at the pre-primary and primary levels in the
future. Focusing on public education is important. Eighty-seven percent of students
in basic education are enrolled in public schools. Estimates show that 80 percent of
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the population cannot afford private English instruction. He, Linden, and MacLeod
(2008)conducted one of the few studies that specifically addresses English acquisition.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the program and the background. Section 3 describes the sample, the data,
and the evaluation design. Section 4 describes the estimation of program impacts
on student learning. Section 5 explores the underlying mechanisms through which
training leads to learning. Section 6 provides robustness checks to eliminate the
possibility of potential threats to estimation. Section 7 provides a short summary
of results and discusses policy implications.

2

Background and Program Description

This study evaluated the impact of a ten-day component of the Inter-American
Partnership for Education (IAPE) program, a Clinton Global Initiative Commitment that aims to empower classroom teachers in Mexican public schools with the
English language and teaching skills to effectively inspire students to master the
core English competencies established by their state or national authorities.3 The
program is provided at a cost of MXN$22,500 per teacher.4 The program targets
teachers with an English level comparable to an approximate TOEFL between 320
and 499 points or levels A1+, A2 or B1 according to the Common European Framework of Reference5 . The teacher selection process is a joint effort of Dartmouth
College’s Rassias Center, Worldfund, and Mexican state governments. In a first
3

Source: IAPE webpage http://worldfund.org/index.php/our-programs/iape as retrieved
on April 30, 2012.
4
In 2013 Mexican pesos.
5
Teachers with an English proficiency score of over 499 are advised to apply to another program
called the IAPE Teachers’ Collaborative program, which takes place at Dartmouth College.
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stage, teachers are invited by the state to voluntarily participate and apply online.
In a second stage, IAPE-trained instructors conduct an eight- to ten-minute phone
interview to assess the teacher’s English proficiency. The score must fall between 3
and 7 on a 0 to 10 scale, which is approximately equivalent to the levels targeted by
the program.
The program provides 100 hours of intensive training, 80 of which are devoted
to intensive English instruction and 20 hours to pedagogical training. The program
requires teachers to speak only English during their course of study. Teachers are
encouraged to use only English as the language of instruction in their own practices.
The program encourages teachers to use dynamic activities sustained in repeated
interactions under a rhythm. These activities aim to increase class participation.
The program also encourages the use of humor and drama in class in order to keep
students engaged and speaking. The program provides techniques to encourage
teachers and students to remove inhibitions about speaking English. The program
is designed to offer periodic follow-up by encouraging trained teachers with higher
levels of English proficiency to create virtual communities where both trained and
non-trained teachers receive support. The follow-up component of the program
was not implemented in the evaluation sample because contamination into control
teachers would have been unavoidable and there was no option to create “pure
controls” out of the evaluation sample.
Currently, the program is not aligned with any teacher incentives. The role of
teacher incentives in in-service teacher training is relevant because they affect participation and effectiveness of teacher training programs. Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2010) studied the effects of teacher incentives on student performance
in India and found that teacher incentives were especially effective among teachers
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with more training but that training alone was not a predictor of student improvements. In this study, the lack of teacher incentives resulted in only about 50 percent
of eligible teachers applying for the program. The states covered all of the participants’ expenses and provided all of the requisite permits to attend the training. The
lack of teacher incentives also contributed to the substitution of private investment
in English language learning.

3

Sample, Evaluation Design and Data

3.1

Sample

The evaluation sample consists of 144 teachers actively working at the secondary
level (grades 7 to 12) in public schools in the states of Puebla and Tlaxcala. External
validity for this experiment is relevant for teachers that qualify for the program and
is limited within the states. Teachers in the sample were recruited in phases. Some
teachers attritted from the sample.
The recruitment process began with an invitation sent to 439 teachers in the
state of Puebla who had voluntarily participated in an English language training
program at the local state university, the Benemérita Universidad del Estado de
Puebla (BUAP), and were assessed to be within the English proficiency range to
benefit from the program. In a first cohort, 78 teachers were identified as eligible to
be trained May 14-24, 2012. In a second cohort, 63 teachers were identified as eligible
to be trained September 20-30, 2012. For a third and final cohort, the invitation was
extended to the neighboring state of Tlaxcala, which identified 25 qualified teachers
in lower secondary schools. For the third cohort, 64 teachers were identified as
eligible in the state of Puebla. Of the 64 teachers, 25 teach in lower secondary
schools in Tlaxcala. Teachers identified as eligible in the third round were trained
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November 7-18, 2012. In total, 205 teachers were recruited for the three cohorts,
out of which 182 were confirmed to be English teachers actively teaching ESL in a
secondary public school. Twenty-one teachers were lost due to attrition. A group
of 17 teachers is excluded from the main analysis because attrition was correlated
to treatment in this group. The evaluation sample consists of the 144 remaining
teachers.
Teachers across cohorts may not be comparable. Teachers in the first cohort
may be more motivated to receive training, may have better communication with
the state, or may have greater English proficiency.
The selection process affects the external validity of the results. The degree
of English proficiency of participating teachers is very likely higher than that of
non-participating teachers. Forty-seven percent of the teachers who were assessed
scored too low to participate, and only 4 percent scored too high. Participating
teachers are located in large urban areas. One-third of the teachers were assessed in
municipalities outside of the capital, and none of them scored higher than the lowest
rate (A1) and therefore were not eligible for the program. Participating teachers are
more likely to be female, teach in larger schools close to or in the capital of the state
and in localities with lower poverty rates. Results are valid on teachers with similar
English proficiency and in contexts similar to those of Puebla and Tlaxcala. This
is likely to be the case in states such as Tamaulipas, Nuevo León, Aguascalientes,
Morelos, Coahuila, Sinaloa, Sonora, Colima, Baja California Sur, and the Distrito
Federal. These states have made progress in English training for teachers above the
national average, according to the Ministry of Education.6 .
6

Programa Nacional de Educación Básica, http://basica.sep.gob.mx/pnieb/start.php?
act=mapaEstados. Retrieved on October 13, 2013.
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3.2

Data

Data were collected in two rounds: baseline and follow-up. Baseline data were
collected on the English proficiency and general characteristics of the teachers before
training sessions for each cohort started with the Diagnostic Instrument for the
Measurement of English (DIME) test and a closed question questionnaire. The
DIME test was developed using best practices in test item development and reflects
rigorous English language proficiency measurement protocols. DIME was originally
developed to assess English teachers in the Mexican Ministry of Education and has
been validated for the purposes of this study.7 The DIME test presents 45 multiplechoice questions, five fill-in-the-blank questions, and requires a writing sample and
a recorded speaking sample. The total DIME test score ranges from 0 to 120 points
and the listening, writing, speaking, and reading sections have scores that range
from 0 to 30 points. For treatment teachers, the DIME test is also applied right
after training to assess effects in the short run.
Follow-up data were collected at the end of the school year, in May to June
of 2013. For this round, the DIME and closed questionnaire for teachers applied
at baseline are collected again. In addition, one class per teacher is observed and
recorded on video. The class observation is made using the Stallings instrument
(Stallings, 1980). The Stallings instrument records classroom activities, materials
used, and class organization for each tenth of the class length. Stallings allows time
allocation in the classroom to be estimated by analyzing activities in the snapshots.
The recorded videos are coded according to the applicable dimensions in the TIMSS
7

The research base used in the development of the test is that used in the development of
the ELPA test developed by the University of Michigan, the TOEIC Bridge test developed by
the Educational Testing Service, and the battery of tests developed by Cambridge English. The
validation was against the Stanford battery of tests published by NCS Pearson.
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1999 video study (National Center for Education Statistics, 2003). The follow-up
round also collected information on students. Five randomly selected students per
teacher were tested with a DIME English test specifically designed for students. Students were also asked to answer a closed question questionnaire to obtain information
on general characteristics, investment, and attitudes toward learning English. The
resulting dataset allows for baseline and follow-up information on the English proficiency of 144 teachers. Information for students and classroom dynamics is only
available at follow-up.

3.3

Evaluation Design

One of the main contributions of this study is to establish the causal effect of teacher
training on student learning. High-performing teachers tend to seek to teach in
high-performing schools. As a result, a comparison of student learning in teachers
that choose to receive English language training would likely incorporate differences
in teacher characteristics, such as motivation, and student characteristics, such as
initial performance. The 205 eligible teachers identified before school visits were
randomly allocated to receive training or not. Within each of the three cohorts
recruited, teachers were stratified by whether they reported teaching in lower or
upper secondary schools and by state. Within each stratum, teachers were randomly
allocated either to treatment or control groups. Random allocation creates two
groups of teachers with students that are not different before program intervention.
As a result, differences in student learning and teacher behavior observed after
training can be attributed to teacher training.
One threat to identification is that the exclusion of the 23 school personnel miss
reporting as English teachers and the 21 teachers lost to attrition may change the
composition of either the treatment or the control group. We discuss the threat of
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the 23 miss reporting first and the 21 teachers lost to attrition second.
First, it is unlikely that miss reporting could change the composition of the
treatment or the control groups. Randomization took place after the teachers had
declared a teaching status and proficiency level and therefore could not be correlated
to treatment. We test this empirically and find that miss reporting is not correlated
in all but the stratum corresponding to the second wave upper secondary level
in Puebla. This cohort is composed of 23 individuals where 17 are confirmed as
English teachers. This cohort is excluded from the study but results are robust to
its inclusion.8 . The final sample consists of 165 teachers in the six remaining strata.
Table 1 shows the number of teachers allocated to treatment and control groups by
wave and proficiency level.
Tests of differences between treatment and control groups are made to determine
whether randomization was successful at creating two groups that are not different
on average before program intervention. Table 2 shows that there are no differences in the teachers’ English proficiency levels, individual characteristics, or school
characteristics. Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) argue that when normalized differences exceed one quarter, then linear regression methods tend to be sensitive to the
specification. The table reports standardized differences.
Second, we discuss attrition of 21 teachers. Attrition can be problematic if teachers with specific characteristics leave the sample in either group. For example, if
better-performing teachers are less likely to leave the treatment group because of
program participation, then ignoring attrition would lead to a comparison of two
groups that differ both in program participation and teacher composition. Table
8

For this cohort of 23 individuals, six are not English teachers, of which four are in the control
group and two in the treatment group. Out of the 17 teachers in the cohort, two more in the control
group and one in the treatment group are lost to attrition. Therefore this group is excluded, as
potential differences in attrition patterns may threaten identification.
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Table 1: Individuals by Stratum Allocation
1st cohort
2nd cohort
3rd cohort
School type
Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment Control
Total
Recruited individuals over which randomization was carried
Lower secondary - Puebla
29
30
21
19
3
3
105
Upper secondary - Puebla
11
8
11*
12*
17
16
75
Lower secondary - Tlaxcala
13
12
25
Total
40
38
32
31
33
31
205
Recruited teachers
Lower secondary
25
26
18
20
16
15
120
Upper secondary
10
8
9*
8*
15
12
45
Total
35
34
18
20
31
27
165
Teachers with follow up information
Lower secondary
24
22
18
19
14
12
109
Upper secondary
7
6
8*
6*
14
8
35
Total
31
28
18
19
28
20
144
The first stratum is composed of the 59 teachers in the lower secondary level in Puebla for the first cohort, the
second stratum is composed of the 19 teachers in the upper secondary level in Puebla for the first cohort, the
third stratum is composed of the 40 teachers in lower secondary level in Puebla for the second cohort and so on.
* This stratum is excluded from the analysis because attrition may bias results. Results are robust to its
inclusion in the analysis.

3 shows a comparison of the teachers that remained in the sample and those that
left. Attrition was higher among teachers in the control group. Other than program
participation, there are no differences in other observable characteristics including English proficiency. The differences in attrition between treatment and control
groups do not hold once teachers are controlled by their socioeconomic status.9
Table 4 shows conditional and unconditional balance on observable teacher characteristics on the sample of 144 teachers for which there is information to evaluate.
In the evaluation sample, the treatment and control groups are equal on average be9

The P-value for equality in means in attrition rates is 0.221 when controlled for the socioeconomic status. The SES of teachers is a dummy which equals one if the socioeconomic index is
above the median and zero otherwise. The socioeconomic index is created using principal component analysis including household assets and dwelling characteristics. Dwelling characteristics
include number of rooms, bathrooms, internet access and availability of a quiet place to work.
Assets include DVD or VCR, cable, microwave oven, cell phone, television, computer, car, other
vehicles, desk for work, encyclopedias or dictionaries, and English courses. Results are robust to
the inclusion of a dummy or the index.
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Table 2: Baseline Means over Randomization Sample

English level
DIME total
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Reading
CEFR (1 if B1 and 0 if A1+ or A2)
Oral interview score (scale 0 to 10)
School characteristics
Teaches in lower secondary school
(1 if yes 0 if no)
School size (number of students)
Individual characteristics
Gender (1 if male, 0 if female)
Age (in years)
Education above teacher certification
(1 if yes, 0 if no)
Currently studying (=1 if yes, 0 if not)
Full time teacher (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Socioeconomic status index (
1 if below median, 0 if not)
Cohort
Second (1 if yes, 0 if no)

Treatment

Control

66.68
(1.66)
20.62
(0.54)
18.39
(0.51)
14.81
(0.47)
12.86
(0.56)
0.38
(0.05)
4.78
(0.15)

63.61
(1.41)
20.03
(0.56)
18.25
(0.50)
13.03
(0.52)
12.30
(0.52)
0.46
(0.06)
4.82
(0.15)

0.70
(0.05)
322.38
(26.49)

0.75
(0.05)
336.67
(27.96)

0.35
(0.05)
37.55
(0.84)
0.80
(0.04)
0.37
(0.05)
0.31
(0.05)
0.48
(0.05)

0.35
(0.05)
38.00
(0.99)
0.73
(0.05)
0.44
(0.05)
0.35
(0.05)
0.48
(0.05)

Standardized P-value
differences
(value for
in means*
test
of
equality)
-0.16

0.162

-0.08

0.449

-0.02

0.842

-0.28

0.013

-0.08

0.459

0.11

0.326

0.02

0.852

0.08

0.468

0.04

0.711

-0.00

0.982

0.04

0.733

-0.13

0.231

0.10

0.350

0.06

0.594

0.00

0.992

0.21
0.25
0.05
0.621
(0.05)
(0.05)
Third (1 if yes, 0 if no)
0.37
0.33
-0.05
0.633
(0.05)
(0.05)
Observations
84
81
Standard errors are in parentheses. DIME denotes Diagnostic Instrument for the Measurement of English. CEFR denotes the Common European Framework of Reference.
This table shows that randomization was successful at creating two groups that are not
different on average. *Differences above 0.25 may denote problems with linearity assumptions.
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Table 3: Differences between Teachers who Leave the Sample and those who are
Included

Treatment (1 if treatment, 0 if control)
English level
DIME total (scale 0 to 120)
DIME writing (scale 0 to 30)
DIME speaking (scale 0 to 30)
DIME listening (scale 0 to 30)
DIME reading (scale 0 to 30)
CEFR (1 if B1 and 0 if A1+ or A2)
Oral interview score (scale 0 to 10)
School characteristics
Teaches in lower secondary school
(1 if yes 0 if no)
School size (number of students)
Individual characteristics
Gender (1 if male, 0 if female)
Age (in years)
Educ above teacher certification (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Currently studying (=1 if yes, 0 if not)
Full time teacher (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Socioeconomic status index (1 if below median, 0 if not)

Included Excluded Standardized P-value
differences (value for
in means* test
of
equality)
0.53
0.33
0.29
0.086
(0.04)
(0.11)
64.95
(1.16)
20.16
(0.42)
18.18
(0.39)
14.04
(0.37)
12.57
(0.41)
0.42
(0.04)
4.77
(0.11)

66.73
(3.41)
21.53
(1.12)
19.31
(0.77)
13.23
(1.29)
12.66
(1.11)
0.38
(0.11)
5.00
(0.28)

-0.09

0.589

-0.19

0.243

-0.19

0.292

0.11

0.457

-0.01

0.940

0.06

0.713

-0.12

0.478

0.76
(0.04)
327.03
(20.31)

0.52
(0.11)
345.62
(58.99)

0.35

0.025

-0.05

0.748

0.35
(0.04)
37.95
(0.70)
0.76
(0.03)
0.41
(0.04)
0.35
(0.04)
0.47
(0.04)

0.35
(0.10)
36.56
(1.71)
0.80
(0.09)
0.40
(0.11)
0.21
(0.09)
0.50
(0.11)

0.00

0.999

0.12

0.478

-0.07

0.693

0.01

0.934

0.24

0.174

-0.03

0.832

Cohort
Second cohort (1 if yes, 0 if no)

0.26
0.05
0.43
0.033
(0.04)
(0.05)
Third cohort (1 if yes, 0 if no)
0.33
0.48
-0.20
0.203
(0.04)
(0.11)
Observations
144
21
Standard errors are in parentheses. P-values are tests of the null hypothesis of equality of means. DIME
denotes Diagnostic Instrument for the Measurement of English. CEFR denotes the Common European
Framework of Reference. This table shows that besides treatment status, the group of teachers that
attritted is not statistically different in means from the group of teachers that did not attrit. *Differences
above 0.25 may denote problems with linearity assumptions.
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fore intervention. Therefore, program effects can be estimated by comparing means
between the two groups after program implementation. Estimation is reported with
and without controlling for the socioeconomic status (SES) of teachers. Robustness
checks are included to rule out that these conclusions are a result of selection bias.
Estimation of program effects in the main analysis is robust to the inclusion of the
excluded cohort of 17 teachers and to the inclusion of a richer set of controls. Robustness checks including estimation of differences in differences and Manski Lee
bounds on applicable data support findings in the main specification.

3.4

Estimating Equation

A comparison of means between treatment and control groups after program implementation estimates the average impact of the program on students. The estimating
equation for the program is:

yijc = µc + βDTijc + γXjc + ijc

(1)

Where y is the outcome of interest, i denotes a student, j denotes teacher, c denotes a cohort-level group (cohort and upper vs lower secondary), DT is a dummy
which equals one if the teacher was assigned to treatment and zero otherwise, X
denotes the socioeconomic status of the teacher and  is an error term. Stratified
randomization in the design is exploited and therefore a cohort-level group fixed effect µc is introduced. Errors are clustered at the teacher level. For teacher outcomes,
the estimating equation is:

yjc = µc + βDTjc + γXjc + jc

(2)

White robust standard errors are estimated for teacher outcomes. Program efPage 15 of 55

Table 4: Baseline Means on Teacher Characteristics in Evaluation Sample
Treatment Control Standardized P-value**
P-value
differences
(SES)***
in means*
(value for tests of equality)
English proficiency level
CEFR (1 if B1 and 0 if A1+ or A2)
Oral interview score (scale 0 to 10)
School characteristics
Teaches in lower secondary school
(1 if yes 0 if no)
School size (number of students)
Individual characteristics
Gender (1 if male, 0 if female)
Age (in years)
Educ above teacher certification
(1 if yes, 0 if no)
Full time teacher (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Marital status (1 if married or lives
together, 0 if not)
Socioeconomic status index
(1 if below median, 0 if not)
Cohort
Second (1 if yes, 0 if no)

0.42
(0.06)
4.80
(0.16)

0.43
(0.06)
4.74
(0.17)

0.02

0.836

0.822

-0.03

0.789

0.982

0.73
(0.05)
324.20
(28.22)

0.79
(0.05)
330.28
(29.45)

0.11

0.377

0.989

0.02

0.882

0.930

0.33
(0.05)
37.85
(0.87)
0.78
(0.05)
0.32
(0.05)
0.52
(0.06)
0.47
(0.06)

0.37
(0.06)
38.06
(1.12)
0.73
(0.05)
0.39
(0.06)
0.56
(0.06)
0.48
(0.06)

0.06

0.586

0.837

0.02

0.883

0.780

-0.09

0.453

0.498

0.11

0.338

0.466

0.06

0.611

0.679

0.02

0.876

0.186

0.23
0.28
0.08
0.498
0.366
(0.05)
(0.06)
Third (1 if yes, 0 if no)
0.36
0.30
-0.10
0.412
0.065
(0.06)
(0.06)
Observations
77
67
Standard errors are in parentheses. CEFR denotes the Common European Framework of Reference. This
table shows that randomization was successful at creating two groups that are not different on average.
*Differences above 0.25 may denote problems with linearity assumptions. **P-values are tests of the null
hypothesis of equality of means. ***P-values for tests for the null of hypothesis of equality of means with
controls for the socioeconomic status of teachers to consider the possibility of selection on observables due
to attrition.
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fects are reported with and without controlling for the socioeconomic status of teachers X .

4

The Effects of In-Service Teacher Training on
Students’ English Proficiency
Table 5: Impact on Student English Proficiency
Dependent variable
DIME total

Mean on
control
group
26.91

Impact without controls
Impact P-value WMW P-value†

Impact controlling for teacher SES
Impact P-value WMW P-value†

1.74
0.325
0.000
2.29
0.214
0.000
(1.77)
(1.84)
DIME listening
7.85
0.49
0.310
0.014
0.64
0.191
0.000
(0.48)
(0.49)
DIME reading
10.54
0.63
0.272
0.010
0.73
0.204
0.000
(0.58)
(0.58)
DIME writing
4.82
0.18
0.744
0.166
0.29
0.614
0.015
(0.54)
(0.58)
DIME speaking
3.70
0.44
0.457
0.028
0.63
0.306
0.000
(0.59)
(0.61)
Tests based on a sample of 718 students (5 per teacher and 2 missing). Standard errors are in parentheses
clustered by teacher. Each row represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, ***
indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01
level, respectively. † WMW P-values correspond to Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of the null hypothesis that
students in one group have higher ranks than the other group.

The main evaluation question is whether or not the program improves English in
students. Table 5 shows estimated program effects for the DIME test. Students of
treated teachers score on average 2.3 points more than students in the control group,
equivalent to 0.16 standard deviations. The absence of statistical significance may
be a result of the lack of power to detect this effect. With the observed intra-cluster
correlation of 0.5 and 67 teachers in treatment and 77 teachers in control and a
sample of five students per teacher, the evaluation set up has the power to detect a
minimum detectable effect of 5 points.
The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney ranking test is conducted to test whether the dis-
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tributions of treatment and control students differ. It is assumed that the DIME
scores can rank students in order of English knowledge. The null of no effects is
rejected at the 1 percent level for the total DIME test and the listening, reading, and
speaking sections. If the effect size is the point estimate of 2.3 points, then the program provides the additional benefits equivalent to ten weeks of normative progress
in English according to the national curriculum in an average period of seven and
a half months of exposure.10 Results are robust to make a simple comparison of
treatment and control groups.

5

Inside the Box: Changes in Teacher Subject
Knowledge and Classroom Practices

This section explores two underlying mechanisms by which teacher training may
affect student learning. Figure 1 shows the logical flow. Teacher training may change
what teachers know in two areas: English (subject knowledge) and pedagogy (how
to teach). The classroom practices that are explored include class structure and
teacher instructional practice. Classroom changes lead to changes in student’s use
of time, expectations, and private investment, which in turn result in learning.

5.1

Changes in Teacher Subject Knowledge

The average score for control teachers is 63 out of 120 points, which is equivalent to
a score of around 506 points on the TOEFL exam and B2 in the Common European
Framework of Reference. Table 6 shows program effects before program implementation (baseline), right after training (short run), and at the end of the school year
10

Normative progress refers to what a student is supposed to learn according to the curriculum.
The national curriculum aims at improving the equivalent of 6.66 points the first year and 10
points the second and third years of secondary education. A school year is 40 weeks of class time.
Assuming an average of 8.88 points to 40 weeks, then 2.3 points is equivalent to 10 weeks.
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Figure 1: Mechanisms by which Teacher Training Affects Student Learning
(long run). The table includes P-values for the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. Results are reported both controlling for the SES of teachers and without controls.
The baseline results show that there are no differences between the treatment and
control groups before the program was implemented. The test for equal distributions
is rejected when controlling for teacher SES at baseline. When differences are estimated, consistent effects are found. We take the effects controlling for teacher SES
as a caution and find that teachers in the treatment group improved 4.71 points
when compared to the control group right after training. This effect comes from
improvements in listening and reading. The relative gains in listening and reading
were not retained at the end of the school year. Gains in speaking at the end of
the school year cannot be rejected. Estimation without controls is consistent with
estimation controlling for teachers’ SES.

5.2

Changes in Teacher Private Investment

Substitution of program funds among beneficiaries has been documented in education (Das et al., 2013). One policy-relevant hypothesis to test is whether teachers
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Table 6: Impact on Teachers’ English Proficiency
Baseline
Short-run
Long-run
Mean on Impact
P-value WMW
Mean on Impact
P-value WMW
Mean on Impact
P-value WMW
†
†
control
P-value control
P-value control
P-value†
group
group
group
Estimates controlling for teacher SES
Total DIME
63.40
1.91
0.368
0.041
63.17
4.71
0.020
0.000
71.06
1.22
0.697
0.334
(2.12)
(2.00)
(3.12)
Listening
13.35
0.93
0.176
0.010
13.24
2.54
0.000
0.000
15.82
-0.74
0.370
0.122
(0.69)
(0.68)
(0.82)
Reading
12.35
0.18
0.821
0.626
12.29
1.40
0.045
0.000
14.52
-0.27
0.756
0.364
(0.77)
(0.69)
(0.86)
Writing
19.69
0.66
0.421
0.150
19.63
0.67
0.396
0.071
19.54
0.27
0.844
0.440
(0.81)
(0.79)
(1.36)
Speaking
18.01
0.15
0.844
0.487
17.99
0.46
0.522
0.170
21.18
1.96
0.183
0.000
(0.75)
(0.71)
(1.46)
Estimates without controls
Total DIME
63.40
2.46
0.254
0.179
63.17
5.48
0.008
0.005
71.06
0.74
0.811
0.527
(2.14)
(2.03)
(3.12)
Listening
13.35
1.21
0.091
0.128
13.24
2.77
0.000
0.000
15.82
-0.91
0.271
0.353
(0.71)
(0.69)
(0.82)
Reading
12.35
0.32
0.680
0.726
12.29
1.76
0.015
0.032
14.52
-0.37
0.672
0.747
(0.77)
(0.71)
(0.88)
Writing
19.69
0.79
0.341
0.413
19.63
0.85
0.291
0.347
19.54
0.27
0.839
0.731
(0.83)
(0.80)
(1.34)
Speaking
18.01
0.14
0.857
0.571
17.99
0.46
0.537
0.644
21.18
1.75
0.201
0.047
(0.80)
(0.74)
(1.37)
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row represents a different dependent variable in a regression
model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status. † WMW P-values correspond to Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of the null hypothesis that students in one group
have higher rankings than those in the other group.

Dependent variable

decrease private investment in subject knowledge when they receive training provided by the public education system. If teachers lack incentives to increase subject
knowledge, then some government-provided teacher training resources may go to
substitute teacher-provided private resources. As a result, program efficiency would
decrease. A before-after comparison of English proficiency levels shows that teachers improve their English by 9 points with or without training by the end of the
school year. Table 7 shows that teachers without training invested MXN$3,132 in
the six months prior to the end of the school year to buy methods or materials to improve their English.11 Trained teachers invested MXN$1,672 less than non-trained
teachers in improving English. Estimations controlling for the socioeconomic status
of teachers also show that teachers substitute investment in improving classroom
11

All investment amounts in the document are expressed in 2013 Mexican pesos
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practices from MXN$2,340 to MXN$1,279. This evidence suggests that the private
market is more efficient in improving English. This result should be interpreted with
caution. The IAPE program implemented in Puebla does not include the follow-up
training that the program provides in other states. If the program methodology
requires more investment upfront when compared to alternative training programs,
then a comparison in the long run may lead to the opposite conclusion.
Table 7: Impact on Teacher Investment
Dependent variable

Private investment (in Mexican pesos)†
Investment on improving English

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES
3131.80

-1700.72
-1671.73
(755.91)**
(775.26)**
Investment on improving classroom practices 2339.84
-1053.19
-1060.62
(655.55)
(642.94)*
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status. † One peso was equivalent to US$.13 as of January 13, 2013 as
established by the Mexican Central Bank and published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación .

A closely related issue regarding teacher behavior mediating the effects of teacher
training on student learning is changes in labor supply. If teachers increase their
labor supply and divert resources, this may hinder program effects. We cannot rule
out that teachers increased the supply of labor in private schools or private classes.
Another concern would be changes in teacher expectations on students which result
in changes in private investment. Students who have teachers which expect them to
succeed later in life perform better than those that do not (Tosenthal and Jacobson,
1968). No effects on teacher expectations of their students were found. Appendix
B shows the results.
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5.3

Changes in Classroom Practices

Changes in teacher allocation of time in the classroom are explored for two reasons.
First, observing changes in the classroom illuminates student outcomes by determining what teachers changed and how students reacted to these changes. Second,
observing classroom changes enables changes to be identified that may lead to an
effect on student learning in the long run and explain possible improvements in
spoken English. This section includes an analysis of class features in three areas:
class structure, instructional practices and its effects on students’ behavior in and
out of the classroom. Regarding class structure, trained teachers provide students
with a more active role in learning by speaking English an additional 14 percent
of class time, and by reducing activities that focus on reading and writing 14 percent substituting for activities that focus on listening and conversation. Regarding
instructional practices, trained teachers spend 9 percent less time in class monitoring activities that students carry out while seated and increase dynamic activities.
Teachers speak English an additional 14 percent of class time. Teachers decrease the
class time where students work with textbooks by 7 percent and increase the amount
of time spent using didactic materials. Trained teachers show more confidence.
5.3.1

Class Structure

National Center for Education Statistics (2003) video study supports the idea that
more time on task, activities where students play an active rather than a passive role,
the introduction of new content, and more teacher and student interactions should
lead to more learning. Table 8 shows the effects of the program on the structure of
the class as measured by the relative weight of the tasks conducted by the teacher.
Classes with a trained teacher decrease the percentage of class time spent by the
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teacher on answering questions based on the reading from 17 to 9 percent. Teachers
decrease the percentage of class time spent leading activities based on students’
composing or writing texts from 22 to 13 percent. Trained teachers increase the
percentage of class time spent by the teacher on listening and conversation activities
from 12 percent to 26 percent. The addition of time on listening and conversation
is not statistically different to the reduction on reading, writing and composing (pvalue=0.969). Other class structure characteristics including time on task, purpose
of the lesson, organization, grading, and pedagogical features are measured to assess
changes. There are no effects in these dimensions except for homework revision. 12%
of teachers in the control group review homework while only 3% reviews homework
in the treatment group (p=0.039 for a test of differences in means). Appendix 7
shows program estimates on these other dimensions measured by the structure of
class.
Table 8: Impact on the Structure of the Class
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES
Role of tasks. Percentage of class time where the teacher...
Spend on new vocabulary, spelling
11.04
3.83
3.37
or completing sentences
(3.30)
(3.16)
Answer questions based on reading
17.10
-8.55
-8.07
(4.56)*
(4.46)*
Spend on student composing/writing texts
21.50
-9.36
-9.27
(4.24)**
(4.36)**
Designate for answer only tasks
8.84
0.68
0.57
(3.70)
(3.79)
Spend on listening/conversation
11.62
13.49
14.00
(3.97)***
(4.15)***
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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5.3.2

Instructional Practices

Tables 9 and 10 show the effects of the program on instructional practices. National Center for Education Statistics (2003) lists the features that enhance student
learning. Teachers should devote more time to activities where students are directly
involved. Teachers should consider real-life situations and speak English during
class (as subject exposure). Teachers should promote student inquiry on the subject. Therefore, more questions and answers in class are associated with better
outcomes. The learning climate should be one of respect and where the teacher feels
confident. There is no specific recommended allocation of time to use any specific
given material in class.
The two most common activities observed in the classes are work while students
are seated and lectures. Teachers explicitly instruct students to perform a task in
a notebook or books, or to work with other classmates while they are seated at
their desks 20 percent of the time and teachers lecture 14 percent of time. Teachers
decrease the amount of time that students are sitting at their desks and increase
the time spent on dynamic activities by 8 percent of class time.12 The reduction
in student work while seated is not statistically different from the increase in time
spent on games and dynamic activities (p-value=0.0993). Teachers spend 7 percent
of class time on tasks that consider real-life situations. Teachers in the control group
spend 28 percent of the class time speaking English, while teachers in the treatment
group spend 43 percent of the time speaking English. In control schools, the most
frequently used materials were the blackboard, used 28 percent of the time, followed
12

Specifically, teachers increase the time spent on three techniques encouraged by the IAPE
program: repetition drills, from 8 to 16 percent (p= 0.000); substitution drills, from 1 to 4 percent
(p= 0.010); and discrimination drills, from 0.4 to 1.9 percent (p= 0.052). Teachers do not change
the amount of time spent on transformation drills (1.4 percent) or personalized drills (3.7 percent).
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by work without materials and the textbook, around 16 percent each, notebooks and
writing devices, 14 percent, and didactic materials and information and communication technologies, 8 percent. Teachers that participated in the program increased
the time that students use didactic materials from 8 to 19 percent and reduced the
use of textbooks from 16 to 8 percent. The increase in the use of didactic materials
is not statistically different to the reduction in the use of textbooks suggesting a substitution (p-value=0.585). Regarding the learning climate, IAPE teachers showed
more confidence, from 8 to 18 percent of the time. No instances of a teacher making
an inappropriate remark or ridiculing a particular student were observed.
5.3.3

Effects of Classroom Changes on Student Behavior

Table 11 shows that student time allocation in class is a function of whether students
are listening, writing or speaking English, and class climate. Students in the control
group spend 32 percent of class time listening to the teacher or another student
speaking English. 14 percent of the class time most students are writing English
and about 2 percent of the time students are engaged in conversations in English.
The program changes the allocation of time to these activities. Students with a
trained teacher spend more time listening and conversing, with respective increases
of 15 and 4 percentage points. Students spend less time writing decreasing the share
of class time in 8 percentage points.
Regarding classroom climate, during 91 percent of class time, most students are
paying attention to the teacher but do not show enthusiasm. Training of teachers
does not change the amount of time that students show this attitude. Pure enthusiasm is rare. On average, it is observed only in 0.15 percent of class time. Students
of treatment teachers increase their expressions of enthusiasm to 0.8 percent of the
time. Table 11 shows the estimates of the program’s impact on these dimensions.
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Table 9: Estimates of Impact of the IAPE Program on Instructional Practices
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES
Teacher activities. Percentage of class time where the teacher...
Asks questions
8.93
4.95
5.49
(2.76)*
(2.98)*
Lectures
14.41
-2.89
-2.71
(2.40)
(2.34)
Does a demonstration/
5.87
1.49
1.34
presentation of material
(2.51)
(2.64)
Monitors student work while seated
19.70
-9.06
-8.84
(3.70)**
(3.68)**
Writes on the blackboard
8.00
-1.19
-1.29
(1.49)
(1.45)
Reads from a textbook or notebook
8.88
-1.37
-1.05
(2.34)
(2.26)
Leads role-playing or representations
1.07
2.23
2.00
(1.64)
(1.64)
Leads games or dynamic activities
3.78
8.14
7.72
(2.84)***
(2.83)***
Monitors student activities
7.78
-1.66
-1.33
(2.15)
(2.36)
Context. Percentage of class time where the teacher...
Considers real-life situations as
6.81
0.75
0.38
lesson’s content
(3.02)
(3.02)
Speaks in English
28.23
15.19
14.09
(3.04)***
(2.94)***
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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Table 10: Estimates of the Impact of the IAPE Program on Instructional Practices
Dependent variable

Mean on
control
group
Percentage of class time where the teacher uses for a given
No materials
16.27

Impact without Impact controlcontrols
ling for teacher
SES
activity...
3.65
3.75
(2.91)
(3.07)
The textbook
15.56
-7.20
-7.48
(3.36)**
(3.48)**
Notebooks or writing devices
13.91
-2.42
-2.34
(3.54)
(3.46)
Blackboard
28.08
-4.06
-4.46
(4.39)
(4.42)
Didactic materials
8.05
10.49
11.27
(3.64)***
(3.56)***
Information and communication technologies 8.20
2.96
2.87
(3.73)
(3.91)
Learning climate. Percentage of class time that the teacher...
Shows confidence, command of class,
8.28
9.80
9.37
and stage presence
(4.27)**
(4.31)**
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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Results are robust to the exclusion of SES.
Table 11: Impact on Student Time Allocation in English Class
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact
control
without
group
controls

Impact
controlling
for teacher
SES
Engaged listening to the teacher speaking English.
31.60
15.26
14.52
or another student
(3.42)***
(3.36)***
Writing English in their notebooks or textbooks
14.48
-7.81
-7.90
(2.59)***
(2.62)***
Engaged in conversations speaking English
1.55
4.08
4.05
(0.91)***
(0.94)***
Paying attention to the teacher without
91.16
-2.25
-2.49
showing enthusiasm
(1.84)
(1.94)
Showing a clear behavior of happiness or
0.15
0.69
0.66
excitement on the learning tasks
(0.27)**
(0.27)**
Tests based on a sample of 718 students (5 per teacher and 2 missing). Standard errors are in
parentheses clustered by teacher. Each row represents a different dependent variable in a regression
model. Dependent variables are expressed as percentage of class time devoted to a given activity. *,
**, *** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the
0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. SES denotes socioeconomic status.

Students’ expectations and beliefs can lead to changes in investment and therefore learning in the long run. For example, Chiapa, Garrido, and Prina (2012) and
Brown, Ortiz-Nunez, and Taylor (2011) both find that higher educational aspirations and career expectations improve students’ attainment. The program did not
change students’ enjoyment of English class or their perception of its utility for
their lives. Students with a treatment teacher improved their expectations about
the likelihood that they will have a job when they are 30 years old and that they will
attend university. The training program does not directly aim to change student
expectations. The psychological component of the program, which allows students
to believe that they are capable of doing something they thought they could not
do, such as speak English, may have influenced expectations. Students with IAPEtrained teachers are more likely to study English on their own and increase the time
they spend studying. Appendix D shows program estimates.
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6

Robustness Checks

Program effects have been estimated with and without controlling for the SES of
teachers. Controls have been introduced to address any potential bias derived from
the 13 percent attrition rate observed between the baseline and the follow-up. This
section presents four other checks to assess if potentially unobservable characteristics
could threaten the validity of the results.
First, we estimate student effects, introducing additional controls and adding
the 17 teachers in the omitted cohort in the main analysis. Tables 12 and 13 show
estimated program effects. The results are consistent with those in the main analysis. This evidence suggests that attrition does not bias estimates and that observable characteristics are not correlated to treatment or outcomes. This evidence is
consistent with identification resulting from exogenous variation in treatment and
non-selective attrition.
Table 12: Impact on Student English Proficiency: Adding the 17 Teachers in the
Omitted Cohort
Dependent variable
Total DIME (score120)

Mean on
control
group
26.96

Impact without controls
Impact P-value WMW P-value†

Impact controlling for teacher SES
Impact P-value WMW P-value†

1.89
0.246
0.000
2.48
0.147
0.000
(1.62)
(1.70)
Listening (score 30)
7.91
0.41
0.371
0.027
0.59
0.201
0.000
(0.45)
(0.46)
Reading (score 30)
10.60
0.61
0.248
0.009
0.73
0.175
0.000
(0.53)
(0.53)
Writing (score 30)
4.83
0.29
0.558
0.067
0.42
0.441
0.001
(0.50)
(0.54)
Speaking (score 30)
3.61
0.57
0.297
0.004
0.74
0.199
0.000
(0.55)
(0.57)
Tests based on a sample of 788 students (144 teachers, adding 17 teachers in the omitted cohort, of which only
14 have follow up information, resulting in 158 teachers. Five student per teacher and two missing). Standard
errors are in parentheses clustered by teacher. Each row represents a different dependent variable in a regression
model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the
0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. † WMW P-values correspond to Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of the
null hypothesis that students in one group have higher ranks than the other group.
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Table 13: Impact on Student English Proficiency: Introducing Additional Controls
Dependent variable
Total DIME (score120)

Mean on
control
group
26.91

Impact without controls
Impact P-value WMW P-value†

Impact controlling for teacher SES
Impact P-value WMW P-value†

1.75
0.261
0.000
2.24
0.167
0.000
(1.55)
(1.62)
Listening (score 30)
7.85
0.48
0.278
0.014
0.63
0.163
0.000
(0.44)
(0.45)
Reading (score 30)
10.54
0.64
0.236
0.010
0.73
0.176
0.000
(0.54)
(0.54)
Writing (score 30)
4.82
0.18
0.729
0.166
0.28
0.607
0.003
(0.51)
(0.55)
Speaking (score 30)
3.70
0.45
0.399
0.028
0.61
0.271
0.000
(0.53)
(0.55)
Tests based on a sample of 718 students (5 per teacher and 2 missing), controlling for student’s age, gender,
years of education, has oportunidades scholarship or not, mother’s education in years, and if school is located
in home locality. Standard errors are in parentheses clustered by teacher. Each row represents a different
dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly
statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. † WMW P-values correspond to
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of the null hypothesis that students in one group have higher ranks than the
other group.

Second, for the short-run results in terms of English proficiency of the teachers,
there is information for all but two of the 165 teachers present at baseline. If
the inclusion of these teachers result in estimates that differ from those from the
restricted set of 144 teachers after attrition, then bias may be present in the main
specification. Table 14 shows the estimation of effects based on 163 out of 165
teachers. Estimates including all observations are not statistically different from
those estimated on the restricted sample of 144 teachers. Therefore attrition bias in
the main specification is unlikely.
Third, program effects are calculated using difference in differences for the indicators for which there is available baseline data, which is teacher DIME and questionnaire but excludes student outcomes or classroom observations. Difference in
differences allows for program estimation, controlling for characteristics that are
invariant in time. Differentiating equation 2 with its lag:
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Table 14: Impact of the IAPE Program on Teachers’ English Proficiency
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact
P-value
WMW Pcontrol
value†
group
Total DIME
63.39
5.67
0.004
0.004
(1.97)
Listening
12.93
3.22
0.000
0.000
(0.66)
Reading
12.24
1.93
0.005
0.021
(0.68)
Writing
19.98
0.46
0.540
0.666
(0.75)
Speaking
18.23
0.38
0.570
0.839
(0.67)
Estimation based on 163 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model without controls. *, **,
*** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero
at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. † WMW P-values denotes correspond to
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of the null hypothesis that one group have larger values
on the DIME test than the other.

∆yjc = ∆µc + βDTjc + ∆Xjc + ∆jc

(3)

Where: ∆yjc = yjc1 − yjc0 is the value added to teacher subject knowledge, ∆µc =
µc1 − µc0 and ∆jc = jc1 − jc0 . Note that DTjc1 − DTjc0 = DTjc1 − 0 = DTjc1
denoted as DTjc and ∆Xjc = Xjc1 − Xjc0 = 0.
Time period 1 denotes the period after program intervention, at the end of
the school year. Time period 0 denotes baseline observation. Simplifying notation
making νc = ∆µc and ujc = ∆jc equation 3 can be written as:
∆yjc = νc + βDTjc + ujc

(4)

The first difference estimation is equivalent to the estimation of program effects
using teacher fixed effects because the panel has two periods. Tables 15 and 16
show the estimates for teachers’ English proficiency and investment. The results are
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consistent with the main specification both when these are significant and when they
are not. Therefore, estimates on gains in teacher English proficiency and investment
are likely to hold even in the presence of systematic attrition related to time-invariant
observable and unobservable characteristics. There is no baseline information for
student outcomes or classroom observations and this check is not possible.
Table 15: Impact on Changes in Teachers’ English Proficiency
Long-run
WMW P- Impact
P-value
WMW Pvalue†
value†
Total DIME
3.03
0.001
0.000
-2.27
0.465
0.601
(0.92)
(3.10)
Listening
1.57
0.000
0.000
-2.22
0.020
0.065
(0.40)
(0.94)
Reading
1.44
0.000
0.000
-0.88
0.383
0.630
(0.40)
(1.01)
Writing
0.06
0.893
0.347
-0.58
0.673
0.796
(0.46)
(1.38)
Speaking
0.31
0.400
0.043
1.41
0.325
0.105
(0.37)
(1.43)
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a difference-in-differences regression model controlling
for the socioeconomic status of teachers. Columns (2) to (4) include estimates in the short run (right
after training is over). Columns (5) to (7) include estimates in the long run (end of school year) *, **,
*** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10,
0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. SES denotes socioeconomic status. † WMW P-values correspond to
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of the null hypothesis that students in one group have higher ranks
than the other group.

Dependent variable

Impact

Short-run
P-value

Fourth, Manski-Lee bounds as described by Lee (2009) are calculated. The
intuition behind Manski-Lee bounds is that within each stratum, the sample for the
treatment group is trimmed to make attrition rates equal among both treatment and
control groups. Trimming teachers with the highest DIME scores in the treatment
group provides a lower bound.13 Lee bounds can be tightened by introducing controls
in estimation that have explanatory power on attrition. Therefore, strata fixed
effects are included to tighten bounds (Tauchmann, 2012). Estimation results in
13

Estimation is performed with the command lee-bounds in STATA.
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Table 16: Impact on Changes in Teacher Investment
Dependent variable
Impact P-value
WMW P-value†
Private investment
Buying methods or materials to improve your English -861.11
0.154
0.279
(In mexican pesos‡ )
(601.44)
Tests Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each
row represents a different dependent variable in a difference-in-differences regression model. *, **,
*** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10,
0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. † WMW P-values correspond to Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests of
the null hypothesis that students in one group have higher ranks than the other group. ‡ One peso
was equivalent to US$.13 as of January 13, 2013 as established by the Mexican Central Bank and
published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación .

Table 17: Manski-Lee Bounds
Lower Coefficient Upper Coefficient Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Percentage of class time that
10.97
19.25
4.50
25.34
the teacher speaks English
(3.93)***
(3.70)***
Investment on improving English
-2451.84
-1523.23
-3844.00
-94.25
(in mexican pesos† )
(831.71)***
(853.71)**
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row represents upper
and lower bound estimation of Manski-Lee bounds for a different dependent variable. *, **, *** indicate that the
estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
†
One peso was equivalent to US$.13 as of January 13, 2013 as established by the Mexican Central Bank and
published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación . Estimates for other dependent variables not shown because
bounds are too wide to be informative.
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wide intervals for most estimates on program effects. In spite of this limitation,
intervals of estimates of program effects on the amount of time that teachers speak
English in class and on changes on investment confirm previous findings. Table 17
shows estimates for these two outcomes. For the rest, intervals are too wide to be
informative and are not reported. Lee bounds are not calculated for students, as
that would require further assumptions on what represents a teacher with better
student results.14
Teacher results are robust even in scenarios where selective attrition is not addressed with observable characteristics. These robustness checks cannot be carried
out for students because there are no baseline data available. Student outcomes are
very likely correlated with teacher outcomes, and patterns are likely to be similar.
No program effects are calculated with propensity score matching because balance at
baseline on observables implies that results will not change matching for observable
characteristics.

7

Summary, Discussion, and Policy Implications

The Inter-American Partnership for Education Program in Mexico aims to improve
English proficiency and change pedagogical practices of English teachers in public
schools. The goal of the program is to provide students with the English skills to
be competitive in a more globalized labor market and benefit from increased access
to resources available in English, such as publications, instructions for technology
adoption, and communication. Program effects are estimated through a randomized
controlled trial. This study shows that teacher training led to improvements in
14

The O’Brien (1984) test for multiple outcomes is not carried out because it requires the assumption of effects in a specific direction. For a large number of outcomes, especially those related
to time allocation in class, there are no theoretical priors to encourage one-sided tests.
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teacher knowledge and in pedagogical techniques. Classroom activities changed by
the end of the school year, with more time spent on games or dynamic activities and
less time on tasks in their notebooks or books while sitting at their desks. Trained
teachers spend more class time speaking English. As a result, students improved
their English by around 0.16 standard deviations.
These findings support those in the education literature. Teacher training may
lead to improvements in student learning but only under certain conditions. Teacher
training is likely to need aligned teacher incentives and continuous training to achieve
sustained gains. The decrease in teacher private investment to improve English may
be a result of a lack of incentives. Teachers improved their reading and listening
skills in English, but the control group caught up with them by the end of the school
year. Improving the quality of education provision is challenging, and many studies
show that complementarities play a key role in human capital formation.
The long-run gains of the program will depend on how sustainable the benefits
are. To get a sense of the sensitivity of the analysis to assumptions, assume the
effects of the program increase in English proficiency of 2.3 out of 120 points, an
unemployment rate of 8.5 percent, that half of the students for each teacher benefits
from a return to English of 24 percent constant over time, and that students earn
a constant MXN$4,000 per month, which is the urban salary for high school graduates.15 If the teacher only benefits one cohort of 4 groups with 33 students and the
students obtain returns to English for five years, then the return rate is 196 percent.
If the program provides benefits to students less than 24 months and teachers forget
15

Salary according to Panorama Educativo, INEE (Institute of the Evaluation of Education,
Mexico). Unemployment rate according to INEGI. Encuesta Nacional de Ocupación y Empleo,
second quarter of 2013. The rate of return to skill acquisition according to Azam, Chin, and
Prakash (2013) is 14 percent for speaking little English and 34 percent for speaking fluent English.
A midpoint is chosen.
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within one school year and do not benefit any other generations, then the investment
is a loss. This calculation shows just how sensitive the calculation of benefits is to
assumptions. If students continue to learn and benefits are larger and sustained over
time, the benefits will be much larger. On the other hand, if teachers and students
forget, then the benefits of the program may be null. Therefore attention should be
given to complements that lead to sustainable learning.
Many areas remain to be explored. It is important to explore whether changes
in teacher and student behavior are sustainable over time and, if so, for how long.
Another area to explore is how complementarities affect the effectiveness of teacher
training. It is especially relevant to explore how to link teacher incentives to training.
Answering these questions may provide clues on how to provide equitable access to
skills acquisition for all students.
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Appendix A Characteristics of the IAPE Teacher
Training Program
Darling-Hammond et al. (2009) review the literature and conclude that the minimal
conditions for a teacher training program to be effective are: (i) it should be intensive
enough to cause a change in teacher behavior (over 50 hours), (ii) it should be
connected to practice, (iii) it should be continuous, and (iv) it must be aligned with
teacher incentives. The program is described in the context of these four conditions.
First, the IAPE program provides 100 hours of intensive training, 80 of which are
devoted to intensive English instruction and 20 to pedagogical training. Although
the program may not be intensive enough to make teachers completely fluent in
English, the amount of time is enough to make it feasible to observe improvements.
We find no evidence on how many hours a Spanish-speaking learner would need to
be exposed to English to master it. Omaggio (1986) estimates that a student of
average aptitude in the United States will require about 480 hours to achieve an
advanced level of proficiency in Spanish. Cummins (1986) states that when exposed
to a foreign language for more hours per day on a consistent basis, the learning
process is different and often more efficient.16 . More time exposed to the language
and more frequency of exposure improve learning outcomes (Galliher et al., 1995;
Omaggio, 1986).
Second, the program has six characteristics that aim to change classroom practices. The first characteristic is that teachers pledge to speak only English during
their course of study and teachers are encouraged to only use English as the language of instruction in their own practices. The second characteristic is that the
16

For a discussion on the cognitive approach and brain activity related to language acquisition
please see Ellis (1986)
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program demonstrates and encourages the use of dynamic activities sustained in
repeated interactions under a rhythm. For example, the teacher states “I am feeling
happy”, then student 1 says “I am feeling energetic”, student 2 says “I am feeling
relaxed”, and so forth. Proponents of the method claim that using these types of
strategies can increase class participation from an average 4 to 5 times per student
to up to 60 times per class under optimal conditions. The third characteristic is
that the program encourages teachers to show enthusiasm when providing feedback
to students, to look confused when they are wrong, to correct them and make them
repeat. The fourth characteristic is that the program encourages humor and drama
in class and encourages the teacher to be active while delivering the lesson in order
to keep students engaged and speaking. The fifth characteristic is that the system introduces the philosophy that, in the classroom, the student in not an outside
observer, but an active participant. Increased participation and unpredictability
together make the discipline of learning a language real. The program encourages
changes in classroom culture by maintaining an active choreography that helps remove traditional barriers between teachers and students. The sixth characteristic is
that the program and techniques encourage teachers and students to rid themselves
of the inhibitions often associated with language learning and simply speak. By removing inhibitions, students participate more and therefore increase production.17 .
These program features are relevant as there is evidence that the contents of a program are likely to strongly influence program effectiveness. Galdo and Chong (2012)
find that there is a strong correlation between training expenditures per trainee and
labor market outcomes and Goldhaber, Liddle, and Theobald (2013) and Nielsen
(2010) finds that the quality of pre-service training programs explain differences in
17

For more information on the Rassias method on which the program is based, please go to
http://rassias.dartmouth.edu/method/
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teacher effectiveness.
Third, the program is designed to offer periodic follow ups. The evaluation team
decided that training for mentors should be postponed as contamination into control teachers would had been very likely. As a result, the program was incorporated
without the follow-up components for the school year studied. IAPE procedure
is that, after training, participants in the IAPE Intensive English course agree to
actively engage in a virtual community where they provide support to each other
and commit to continue to teach English in public schools for another three years.
The program also contemplates the supply of post-training workshops with the frequency and intensity determined by the state, combining the experiences of both
the IAPE Teachers’ Collaborative and IAPE Intensive alumni. Evidence in the past
shows that the lack of continuous and proper teacher support may lead to losses in
investment. For example Goldschmidt and Phelps (2010b) find that teacher training in the United States leads to significant knowledge growth between pre- and
post-assessments but that knowledge retention was hindered six months later. For a
review on the conditions for productive mentoring programs, see Tomlinson, Hobson,
and Malderez (2010).
Fourth, the program is currently not aligned with teacher incentives. The main
path through which the government provides incentives for teachers to receive inservice training is the Carrera Magisterial (CM) program, which gives a weight of
up to 20 percent to teacher training. The program allows for promotion every 3 to
4 years and provides salary increases of between 11 and 21 percent. The program
validates training programs, certificates and completion of degrees as long as they
are listed in a catalog of programs previously revised and approved by the Ministry
of Education and the teachers union. IAPE is currently not listed in the catalog.
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The second path through which teachers receive incentives for in-service training is
the Escalafon del Magisterio (EM) law. The EM law states the rules to promote
teachers either to principals or to make them able to take posts in the state capitals.
The law establishes a point system where teacher education is given a weight of
45 percent of the score. Teacher education is measured as program completion
of official programs, with more points given for tracks leading to degrees with a
focus on pedagogical content. The absence of teacher incentives to participate in
the program was evident on program applications, as about one-third of qualifying
teachers applied to the program. Communication problems between the state and
the teachers cannot be ruled out, but teachers received an email invitation and an
invitation from the regional coordinator. The team also worked with the teachers
union to ensure that all potential communication mechanisms with the teachers were
exploited. Many other rounds of invitations were sent to the teachers but interest
never exceeded the number of places available.
Incentives for training affect not only participation, but also effectiveness. For
example, Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2010) study the effects of teacher incentives on student performance in India and find that teacher incentives were especially effective among teachers with more training but that training alone was not
a predictor of student improvement.
The role of incentives on the effects of training is not exclusive to in-service
teachers. Suzuki, Vu, and Sonobe (2013) finds that individuals with high prior
demand for training to increase productivity in knitwear in rural Vietnam benefited
more. de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2014) find that a training program for
women to start their own businesses caused changes in business practices only in
those that received a grant to own the business.
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Appendix B Teacher Labor Supply and Expectations
This section shows estimates of the effects of teacher training on teacher labor supply
and expectations. Table 18 shows that random allocation of teacher to treatment and
control groups created two groups that are not different before treatment teachers.
Table 18: Baseline Means on Teacher Labor Supply and Expectations
Treatment Control Standardized P-value**
P-value
differences
(SES)***
in means*
(value for tests of equality)
Labor supply: Do you currently ...(1 if yes, 0 if not)
Teach in other public schools?
0.15
0.16
0.02
0.868
0.853
(0.04)
(0.04)
Teach in other private schools/private
0.03
0.17
0.37
0.002
0.005
English classes
(0.02)
(0.04)
Make translations or other English classes
0.19
0.14
-0.10
0.397
0.216
English classes
(0.04)
(0.04)
Expectations: How likely is it that most of your students...(1 if very likely or likely, 0 if little likely or not likely)
Will have a job when they are 30 ?
0.62
0.66
0.06
0.609
0.459
years old
(0.05)
(0.05)
Will graduate from high school?
0.70
0.78
0.13
0.265
0.219
(0.05)
(0.05)
Attend university?
0.30
0.26
-0.07
0.571
0.613
(0.05)
(0.05)
Observations
77
67
Standard errors are in parentheses. This table shows that the means of impact indicators between treatment and control groups were not significantly different before program implementation. *Differences
above 0.25 may denote problems with linearity assumptions. **P-values are tests of the null hypothesis of
equality of means.***P-values for tests for the null of hypothesis of equality of means with controls for the
socioeconomic status of teachers to consider the possibility of selection on observables due to attrition.

Teachers may change the number of hours worked. The cost of an increased
workload could offset the benefits to the students. One possibility is that teachers
change the time allotted to teaching in other schools or other non-teaching jobs.
Fifteen percent of the teachers in the control group teach in other public schools,
7 percent teach in private schools or provide private English classes, and 3 percent
of teachers do translations or other non-teaching work. 10 percent of teachers that
participated in the IAPE program did translations or other non-teaching work. This
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difference does not hold if socioeconomic status is removed as a control.
Table 19: Impact on Teacher Investment and Labor Supply
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES
Labor supply. Did you have any income in the last month derived from ...(1 if yes, 0 if no)
Teaching in other public schools
0.15
0.07
0.06
(0.07)
(0.07)
Teaching English in other private schools
0.07
0.01
0.01
/private English classes
(0.04)
(0.04)
Made translations or other
0.03
0.07
0.07
non-teaching work
(0.04)
(0.04)*
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represent a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status. † One peso was equivalent to US$.13 as of January 13, 2013 as
established by the Mexican Central Bank and published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación .

Students who have teachers who expect them to succeed later in life perform
better than those who do not (Tosenthal and Jacobson, 1968). Table 20 shows that
75 percent of the teachers believe it is likely that their students will have a job when
they are 30 years old and 32 percent believe that it is likely their students will attend
a university. There are no effects of the program on teacher expectations of students
at the end of the school year.
Table 21 shows program effects calculated with difference-in-differences. Differencein-differences allow for program estimation controlling for characteristics that are
invariant in time. Results show that there were no changes in the labor supply or
teacher expectations except for the probability that a teacher increases labor supply
in other private schools or by teaching private classes. At baseline, 17 percent of
teachers in the control group were teaching in other private schools/private English
classes, and this fell to 7 percent in the follow-up. In the treatment group, however,
teachers teaching in other private schools/private English classes increased from 3
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Table 20: Impact on Teacher Expectations of Students
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES
How likely is it that most of your students...(1 if very likely or likely, 0 if little likely or not likely.)
Will have a job when they are 30 years old? 0.75
-0.01
-0.01
(0.08)
(0.08)
Attend university?
0.32
-0.00
-0.00
(0.08)
(0.08)
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status.

to 8 percent. As a result, the difference in levels is not detected, but once initial
differences are incorporated, the change becomes clear. It cannot be ruled out that
the program caused increases in teacher labor supply in private schools or private
classes.

Appendix C Impact of the Program on Class Structure
This section describes dimensions measured related to the structure of class where
no program effects were found. Table 22 shows that the program did not have an
effect on the time on task or the purpose of the lesson. Time on task is 95 percent of
class time. Teachers spend less than 1 percent of time outside the classroom without
a teaching purpose. Regarding the purpose of the class, teachers spend 32 percent of
their time practicing a previously covered topic but only 23 percent practicing new
content. The time presenting new content is about the same as reviewing content
that has been covered in previous classes - 18 percent. There is no evidence of
program effects on the purpose of the class.
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Table 21: Difference-in-differences Impact on Changes in Labor Supply and Expectations
Dependent variable
Impact
Labor supply. Did you have any income in the last month derived from...(1 if yes, 0 if no)
Teaching in other public schools
0.07
(0.06)
Teaching in other private schools/
0.16
private English classes
(0.05)**
Making translations or other non-teaching work
0.03
(0.07)
Teacher expectations
Will have a job when they are 30 years old?
0.02
(0.09)
Attend university?
-0.04
(0.09)
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a differences in differences regression model. *, **, ***
indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10,
0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. ‡ One peso was equivalent to US$.13 as of January 13, 2013 as
established by the Mexican Central Bank and published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación .

Table 23 shows the effects of teacher training on organization, grading, homework, and other pedagogical features. Regarding class organization, 55 percent of
the time, teachers address the whole class. The time spent addressing an individual
student rose from 17 to 23 percent. The time the teacher addresses a group remains
at 1 percent in the two groups. There are no program effects on how much the
teacher encourages students to correct each other.
Teachers grade according to the following weights: 37 percent for exams, 29
percent for homework, 14 percent for participation, 10 percent for presentation, and
9 percent for attendance and others. The program does not affect the way that
teachers grade.
The program estimated effects show that trained teachers assign 3 percentage
points more to participation but only when controlling for the socioeconomic status
of the teacher. Regarding pedagogical features, it is found that 47 percent of teachers
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in the control group assign homework and 12 percent reviews homework during class.
There are no program effects on homework-related activities except for the share
of teachers that review homework. The program reduces homework revision from
12 percent to 3 percent. Forty seven percent of teachers state a goal or purpose of
the lesson, and 16 percent present a summary of the key aspects of the lesson. The
program does not seem to have an effect on any of these pedagogical features.
Table 22: Impact on the Structure of Class
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES

Time on task
Length of the lesson
41.13
-1.36
-1.20
(In minutes)
(1.90)
(1.95)
Time on task (Percentage
94.88
-0.48
-0.74
of class time)
(1.38)
(1.47)
Time the teacher spends outside the
0.81
-0.14
-0.15
classroom without a teaching purpose
(0.72)
(0.78)
(Percentage if class time)
Purpose of the lesson. Percentage of class time where the teacher
Reviews previously presented content
17.40
-2.66
-2.42
(in a previous lesson)
(4.32)
(4.46)
Presents new content
18.09
-5.73
-5.73
(4.21)
(4.32)
Practices a previously covered topic
31.74
1.45
-1.79
(6.34)
(6.26)
Practices new content
22.72
3.79
5.93
(5.98)
(6.00)
Spends on improving English grammar
14.06
6.45
6.15
(4.56)
(4.32)
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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Table 23: Impact on the Structure of Class
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES
Organization. Percentage of class time where the teacher...
Addresses the whole class
55.12
-0.81
-1.15
(3.82)
(3.92)
Addresses a group of students
1.30
0.77
0.54
(0.92)
(0.91)
Addresses an individual student
17.22
4.91
5.60
(3.21)
(3.28)*
Encourages students to correct each other
0.62
0.36
0.19
(1 if any, 0 if nothing)
(0.37)
(0.33)
Percentage of grading weight given to...
Exams
37.40
-3.03
-3.14
(2.53)
(2.58)
Homework
29.41
0.48
-0.27
(2.22)
(2.22)
Participation
14.27
2.37
2.78
(1.58)
(1.59)*
Presentations
9.74
-0.70
-0.76
(1.38)
(1.42)
Attendance
9.18
0.89
1.40
(1.68)
(1.80)
Pedagogical features. During class, the teacher...(1 if yes, 0 if no)
Assigns homework.
0.47
-0.13
-0.12
(0.08)
( 0.09)
Reviews homework.
0.12
-0.09
-0.10
( 0.05)*
(0.05)*
States a goal/purpose of the lesson
0.47
-0.12
-0.11
(0.09)
(0.09)
Presents a summary of the key aspects of
0.16
-0.05
-0.06
the lesson
(0.06)
(0.06)
Tests based on a sample of 144 teachers. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Each row
represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates
coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively.
SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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Appendix D Student Investment, Expectations, and
Beliefs
Student investment
If the program successfully motivates students to learn English, students may change
the amount of time and resources they devote to improving English outside the
classroom. Increases in student investment in the short run may result in benefits in
the long run. Table 24 shows estimations of program effects. Students with IAPEtrained teachers are more likely to study English on their own and increase the time
they study. There is no evidence of an effect on the likelihood of students taking
English classes outside of school or the time they spend on homework.
Table 24: Impact on Student Investment
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact without Impact controlcontrol
controls
ling for teacher
group
SES

How many hours did you spend last week ...
Studying English on your own

0.40

Having a conversation in English

0.37

Doing homework

2.09

Do you currently...(1 if yes, 0 if no)
Study English on your own?

0.19

0.26
(0.13)*
0.05
(0.18)
0.05
(0.20)

0.28
(0.13)**
0.08
(0.19)
0.04
(0.20)

0.08
0.10
(0.04)*
(0.04)**
Take English classes out of school?
0.07
0.01
0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
Tests based on a sample of 718 students (5 per teacher and 2 missing). Standard errors in parenthesis
clustered by teacher. Each row represents a different dependent variable in a regression model. *,
**, *** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from zero at the
0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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Student Expectations and Beliefs
The program may change student expectations and beliefs, which in turn can affect
private investment. If the program makes a student believe that English class is
useful in life or increases her expectations about future use of the language, then the
student may study longer hours or put more attention in class leading to enhanced
learning. Likewise, if students find they enjoy English class more, they may choose
to devote more time related to the activity. Expectations of attending university
increase. This result is not robust to exclude socioeconomic status as a control.
The program did not change students’ perceptions of how much they like English
class or how useful it is for their lives. Students with an IAPE teacher change their
expectations about the likelihood that they will have a job when they are 30 years
old and that they will attend university. The IAPE program does not directly aim to
change students’ expectations. The psychological component of the program, which
allows students to believe that they are capable of doing something they thought
they could not do, such as speak English, could have influenced expectations. Table
25 show estimates of program effects on these dimensions.
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Table 25: Impact on Student Expectations and Beliefs
Dependent variable

Mean on Impact
control
without
group
controls

Impact
controlling
for teacher
SES

Beliefs. If 10 is a lot and 0 is nothing, how much do you...
Like English class?
7.76

0.16
0.16
(0.20)
(0.20)
Think English is useful in life?
8.99
0.06
0.08
(0.13)
(0.13)
Expectations. How likely is it that you...(1 if very likely or likely, 0 if little likely or not likely)
Will have a job when you are 30 years old?
0.82
0.09
0.09
(0.03)***
(0.03)***
Will attend university?
0.63
0.07
0.09
(0.05)
(0.05)*
Tests based on a sample of 718 students (5 per teacher and 2 missing). Standard errors are in
parentheses clustered by teacher. Each row represents a different dependent variable in a regression
model. *, **, *** indicate that the estimates coefficient is significantly statistically different from
zero at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively. SES denotes socioeconomic status.
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